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 1     Commentary, profile and data summary 
 
1.1   Introduction 
This report sets out a number of indicators which show what is happening in the 
economy: such as jobseekers allowance, unemployment, house prices and 
repossessions. Some of these relate to Cornwall, some to the south west, while 
others indicate what is happening across the UK and on an international basis, 
particularly the European Union.  Not all indicators/reports are issued monthly; 
hence updates will vary in coverage.   Some monthly data is for the current 
month, some for the previous month.  During months when a quarterly update is 
not available, the latest report will be shown.  The usual health warning with 
data should be borne in mind – data may be provisional and subject to revision. 
  
1.2 Commentary 
 
July – an overview 
The latest figures suggest a UK economy which is still growing but at a low level, 
with Services growing but Production and Construction down.   The labour 
market continued to show expansion and real earnings saw another small rise 
after a long period of decline.  Consumer prices were stable while producer 
prices rose.   
 
The housing market saw prices up on an annual basis but stable on a monthly 
basis. Mortgage lending was up on the same month a year previously.   Business 
confidence was up particularly for Construction and Services, while the jobs 
market continued to tighten.  Household finances improved although consumer 
confidence continued to fall back.   
 
In Cornwall 
The JSA total for June was 2,146.  Since May, numbers in Cornwall have 
decreased by 324 or 13.1%.  A decrease in June compared to May is usual as 
part of the seasonal change in the labour market.  Compared to June 2017 the 
total was down by 16%.   The continuing annual decline points to an 
improvement in the labour market, though the usual caveats relating to 
numbers working part-time and those who are under-employed apply.   
 
APS labour market figures show that over the last year the total aged 16-64 has 
moved up marginally1, the numbers of economically active have fallen back 
while the numbers of economically inactive have increased.  Employment 
numbers are down marginally, with a rise in self-employed numbers but 
employees down.   The number of those working part-time rose while full-time 
numbers fell.  The number of unemployed fell substantially over the year.   
 
In July there were 2,290 job postings in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.  This 
was up by 90 (4%) from 2,200 in June but down by 27% from 3,150 in July 
2017.  In May, house prices in Cornwall averaged £223,728, down by £2,380 or 
1.1% on the April total of £226,108.  The -1.1% change compares to increases 
of 0.3% for England and of 0.1% across the UK.  Compared to May 2017 house 

                                                 
1 Due to the volatility of the data changes in figures from one period to another may not reflect 
underlying trends.  
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prices in Cornwall were up by £8,800 or 4.1%, compared to increases of 2.9% 
for England and 3.0% for the UK.   
 
In the year ending December 2017, median house prices in Cornwall equalled 
£219,950 compared to £234,000 for England2.  Compared to the previous 
quarter, prices rose by 2.3% (England +0.6%).  In comparison to year ending 
December 2016 prices were up by £9,950 or 4.7%.  Total sales in March at 679 
were down 5.7% on the February total of 7203.  Meanwhile the UK figure 
increased by 9.3%.  Compared to March 2017, sales fell by 28.4%, from 948 
to 679.  Totals fell in both England and the UK though at lower rates. In July 
there were 4,818 properties for sale with 606 to rent, a total of 5,424 properties.   
Compared to July 2017, the number of properties for sale was up by 6% while 
those for rent were down by 6%.          
 
The latest Cornwall Chamber of Commerce survey takes the data up to Q2 2018.  
Compared to Q1 2018, there were negative readings4 for 5 of the 12 indicators, 
with 7 positive.   The most negative change was ‘Workforce over the next 
quarter, expected increase’ -12%.  The most positive changes were ‘UK sales, 
increased’ up 16%, and ‘Operating at full capacity’ up 15%. 
 
The latest defence employment statistics show that there were 3,560 people 
employed in the sector in Cornwall in October 2017, 40 fewer than in July 2017 
and 70 fewer than in October 2016 figure. 
 
For the UK 
The estimate for GDP growth in the three months to May 2018 was +0.2%, up 
from the flat growth recorded in the three months to April.  This modest growth 
was driven by services. Figures on a three-monthly basis – up to May 2018 
compared to up to February 2018, saw Production and Construction down but 
Services up compared to the previous three months.   
 
Business investment in January-March 2018 was down marginally from October-
December at £47.7 billion.   In the three months to May 2018, the total trade 
deficit widened by £5.0 billion to £8.3 billion.  Q1 2018 balance of payments 
figures saw the current account deficit at £17.7 billion, down on the Q4 2017 
revised figures of £19.5 billion, and equal to 3.4% of GDP.   
 
The labour market shows that employment is still at a high level, up compared 
to the same quarter in the previous year.     The employment rate is now 
75.7%, up on the 74.9% for the same quarter a year earlier.  Unemployment 
levels were down on both the previous quarter and on an annual basis.   Weekly 
earnings in real terms5 rose by 0.4% compared to the same quarter a year 
previously, meaning that disposable incomes continue to rise, albeit marginally. 
 
The average UK house price was £226,000 in May 2018. This is £6,000 higher 
than in May 2017 and unchanged from last month.  Over the year the annual 
price changes now stands at +3.0%, the lowest since August 2013.   UK sales 
equalled 73,982 in March 2018, up from 67,713 in February, or 9.3%.  But 
compared to March 2017, sales are down by 20.3%.   
 
                                                 
2 UK figures not available. 
3 Sales figures are often adjusted each month so that previous figures are superseded. 
4 A plus reading for ‘had experienced recruitment difficulties is regarded as negative! 
5 Excluding bonuses. 
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Retail sales showed the biggest increase since February 2015, at +2.1% on a 
three monthly basis.   The Consumer inflation rate in June was at 2.4%, the 
same as the May and April figures.   The producer output price index at 3.1% in 
June up on the 3.0% May figure.   Gross mortgage lending in June was £23.5 
billion, up on the May figure and also the June 2017 total.  Public sector net 
borrowing for the full financial year (April 2017 to March 2018) was £39.4 billion, 
down by £6.3 billion in the previous financial year.   
 
Business confidence indicators confirmed a growing economy in June: with IHS 
Markit PMI recording an overall increase in growth. However, while Construction 
and Services saw the best growth for some time, manufacturing growth was 
subdued.   On the jobs front both permanent and temporary job placements 
continued to rise, though at a lower rate than previously.  The jobs market is 
now more favourable to employees.   The Lloyds business barometer saw 
confidence unchanged but economic optimism edged up. 
 
On the consumer front, the Household Finance Index suggested consumers were 
more positive than they had been for some time, while the GfK Consumer 
Confidence fell again by one point taking it to -10. 
 
European Union 
At an EU level, comparing figures for May 2018 with May 2017 showed that 
Industrial producer prices rose while Retail trade, Industrial Production and 
Construction were all up, all indicative of a growing economy.   The inflation rate 
in June was +2.0%, the same as the May figure, a year earlier the rate was 
1.5%.  The Final composite PMI6 for the Eurozone in June saw Euro zone 
economic growth expand following a loss of momentum in May, while the July 
flash figures suggested a slowdown in the economy, supporting worries over a 
slowdown later in the year.    
 
International 
May saw world trade volume momentum fall while industrial production 
momentum levels increased, which shows a similar pattern to the April situation. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 Purchasing Managers Index 
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1.3 Cornwall data profile – July 
Population:  561,349 (Mid Year Estimate 2017). [NOMIS]. 
  
Enterprises:  23,630, Workplaces: 28,120, 2017 [UK Business Activity]. 
 
House prices: Mean £223,728 May 2018.   Median Q4 2017 £219,950. [Land 
Registry]. 
   
Gross Value Added: Total GVA in 2016 £9,490 million, up from £9,122 in 2015 
[ONS]. 
 
Per head – 2016 was £17,069, up from £16,534 in 2015.   Equal to 64.8% of UK 
average.  [ONS]. 
 
Main sectors 2016: Real estate £1,730 million (18.2%); Wholesale, retail & 
motors £1,144 million, (12.1%); Health & social work £873 million, (9.2%); 
Construction £867 million, (9.1%); Manufacturing £778 million, (8.2%).  [ONS]. 
 
Productivity: In 2016, Nominal (smoothed) GVA per filled job was £36,415, 
69.2% of the UK average of £52,626.  Nominal (smoothed) GVA Per hour was 
£23.70, 72.9% of UK average. [ONS].   
 
Gross Domestic Product: Total GDP equalled £10.7 bn in 2016; (11.2 bn PPS, 
up from 11.1bn PPS in 2015).  Per capita figure of 20,100 PPS equal to 69% of 
the EU average.  [Eurostat]. 
 
Employment (workplace): 235,859 in employment.  174,959 employees, 
52,266 self-employed. [Census 2011]. 
 
207,000 employees 2016; 220,000 employed 2016 [Business Register and 
Employment Survey].  
 
260,100 employed 16+ YE March 2018 [APS, 16+]. 
 
Unemployed: 7,800 YE March 2018 [APS]; Jobseekers Allowance:  June 
2,146, down by 324 or 13.1% on May.   [NOMIS] 
 
Vacancies: July 2,290, up 4% from 2,200 in June, CIOS.  [Labour Insight] 
 
Workless households: 25,000, 14.9; People 31,000, 9.9%.  England 10.2%, 
UK 10.6%. 2016 [APS]. 
 
Employee earnings:  Total workplace gross annual median earning, 2017- 
£18,876 (80% of the UK average.  (Full-time £24,000, Part-time £9,471).  
[ASHE, Provisional]. 
 
Total resident gross annual earnings in 2017 equalled £19,928, 85% of the UK 
average.   [Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings]. 
 
Self-employed earnings (median): £12,100 for 2015-16. [UK £13,100].  
[HMRC]. 
 
Gross Disposable Household Income:  £17,026, 87.6% of UK average, 2016.  
[ONS]. 
 
Qualifications: 25% with Level 4 and above, 22.4% with no qualifications. 
[Census 2011, 16+]. 33.9% with NVQ4+ (UK 38.4%); 5.1% with no 
qualifications (UK 8.0%), 2017. [APS, 16-64].  
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1.4    Data  Summary        
 
Cornwall 
Jobseekers Allowance 
• The total JSA figure in June for Cornwall was 2,146.  Since May numbers in 

Cornwall have decreased by 324 or 13.1%.       
 

• The June figure for Cornwall was the lowest recorded for any June during 
the run of data since 1992. 
 

• Compared to June 2017, the number of claimants in Cornwall decreased by 
414 or 16%.   
 

• Since November 2012, the numbers have fallen in each month compared to 
the same month in the previous year in Cornwall. 
 

• Comparing the change in numbers for Cornwall between June and the 
previous May each year (since 1992) indicates that numbers decreased in 
all of the 27 years.   The downward movement in numbers tend to fluctuate 
with no real pattern.  Largest decreases were in 2007 and 2018.                
 

• Cornwall’s JSA rate in June was 0.7%, down 0.1 point on the 0.8% figure in 
May7. 
 

• Compared to June 2017, Cornwall’s rate fell from 08% to 0.7%.    
 

Labour market - resident based 
• Labour market figures for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly from the Annual 

Population Survey are available up to March 20188.  This data set covers 
those of working age namely the 16-64 age group who are resident in the 
area9.   
 

• In total there were 325,600 aged 16-64, of whom 253,500 were 
economically active with 245,100 who were employed.  Of those employed; 
186,500 were employees with 56,800 self-employed10; while 170,500 
worked full-time with 74,300 working part-time.  There were 8,400 who 
were unemployed, and 72,100 who were economically inactive.   
 

• The figures show that over the last year the total aged 16-64 has moved 
up11, the numbers of economically active fell while the numbers of 
economically inactive have increased.  Employment numbers were down, 
with a slight rise in self-employed numbers, but a significant fall in 
employee numbers.   The number of those working full-time fell back while 

                                                 
7 The JSA rate is based on the number of claimants as a proportion of population aged 16-64.  
Although the number of JSA claimants may change the rate may not, depending on whether the 
change in numbers is enough to alter the rate. 

 
8 Figures cover a year and are produced quarterly; all figures for age group 16-64.    
9 Data has been reweighted in line with the latest ONS estimates. 
10 Numbers may not sum to all those employed. 
11 Due to the volatility of the data changes in figures from one period to another may not reflect 
underlying trends.  
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part-time numbers rose.  The number of unemployed fell over the year, 
continuing a recent trend.   

 
Labour market - workplace based 
• Latest data shows all those in employment, including those aged 65 plus, 

whose workplace is in Cornwall12, up to the year ending March 2018.    The 
data shows there were 260,100 working in Cornwall.  Of these 68,400 were 
self-employed, with 183,200 employees, and with another 8,500 
employees deemed to be working on a flexible basis.  Compared to the 
previous quarter total employment has moved up slightly.  Over the year, 
numbers in employment, across all categories increased by 2,900 from 
257,200 to 260,100, this was attributable to an increase in self-employed 
and those on flexible contracts, offsetting the fall in employee numbers.  
The number on flexible contracts increased from 6,900 to 8,500. 
 

• Average employment figures are running at 258,520 over the last five 
quarters compared to 258,500 for the previous five quarters.  
 

• Over the year as a share of the workforce, the self-employed share was up 
by 1.8%, while the employee share fell back and those on flexible contracts 
moved up marginally.     
 

Vacancies 
• In July there were 2,290 job postings in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.  

This was up by 90 (4%) from 2,200 in June but down by 27% from 3,150 
in July 2017.  

 
Claimant count 
• The latest claimant count 13figures show a total of 4,380 in Cornwall in 

June, down by 245 on the May total of 4,625.  Compared to June 2017 the 
total was up by 50 or +1.2% from 4,33014.   

 
Housing 
• Prices: In May, house prices in Cornwall averaged £223,728, down by 

£2,380 or 1.1% on the April total of £226,108.  The -1.1% change 
compares to increases of 0.3% for England and of 0.1% across the UK.   
 

• Compared to May 2017 house prices in Cornwall were up by £8,900 or 
4.1%, compared to increases of 2.9% for England and 3.0% for the UK.   
 

• Total sales in March 2018 at 679 were down 5.7% on the February 2018 
total of 72015.  The UK figure increased by 9.3%.  Compared to March 
2017, sales fell by 28.4%, from 948 to 679.  Totals fell in both England and 
the UK by 21.8% and 20.3% respectively.   

 

                                                 
12 Data has been reweighted in line with the latest ONS estimates. 
 
13 The Claimant Count measures the number of people claiming benefit principally for the reason of 
being unemployed:  from April 2015, the Claimant Count includes all Universal Credit claimants 
who are required to seek work and be available for work, as well as all JSA claimants 
 
14 NB Previous figures are superseded each month.  
15 Sales figures are often adjusted each month so that previous figures are superseded. 
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• According to Zoopla16, in July there were 4,818 properties for sale with 606 
to rent, a total of 5,424 properties.   Compared to June, the number of 
dwellings for sale rose by 4%, while the numbers for rent were up by 18%.   
Compared to July 2017, the number of properties for sale was up by 6% 
while those for rent were down by 6%.       

 
Chamber of Commerce 
• The latest Cornwall Chamber of Commerce survey takes the data up to Q2 

2018.  Compared to Q1 2018, there were negative readings17 for 5 of the 
12 indicators, with 7 positive.   The most negative change was ‘Workforce 
over the next quarter, expected increase’ -12%.  The most positive 
changes were ‘UK sales, increased’ up 16%, and ‘Operating at full capacity’ 
up 15%. 
 

• Over the year, 7 indicators had seen a deterioration, particularly ‘Increase 
in workforce over the next quarter’ minus 11 points.   While 4 had seen an 
improvement and 1 no change.  The biggest improvement was ‘Full 
operating capacity’ up 8 points from 40% to 48%.  
 

• Businesses operating at full capacity:- the latest figure of 48% is up on the 
Q1 2018 figure of 33% and above the Q2 2017 figure of 40%.   This is the 
second time that the figure has reached 48%.  
 

Commercial property 
• In July there were a total of 228 commercial properties for letting with 252 

for purchase.  Retail comprised the largest sector in the ‘to let’ category 
accounting for 46% of the total, while Leisure/hospitality was the largest 
sector in the ‘to buy’ category at 60%. 

 
Defence 
• The latest defence employment statistics show that there were 3,560 

people employed in the sector in Cornwall in October 2017, 40 fewer than 
in July 2017 and 70 fewer than in October 2016 figure.   

 
SW England 
• The latest NatWest South West PMI® data indicated that growth 

momentum improved across the region's private sector at the end of the 
second quarter. Business activity expanded at a stronger pace, supported 
by a solid rise in new orders. As a result, companies added to their payrolls 
for the first time in three months, while confidence towards the business 
outlook reached the highest since February. 

 
UK 
Output 
• Growth in the three months to May at +0.2%, was higher than growth in 

the three months to April, which was flat. The weakness in growth in the 
three months to April was largely due to a negative drag on GDP from 
construction.  
 

• The seasonally adjusted Index of Production – 3 months to May 2018 
shows 0.6% decrease. 
 

                                                 
16 http://www.zoopla.co.uk/house-prices/browse/cornwall/ 
17 A plus reading for ‘had experienced recruitment difficulties is regarded as negative! 
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• The seasonally adjusted Index of Services - 3 months to May 2018 shows 
0.4% increase on a 3 monthly basis. 

 
• Output in the construction sector - 3 months to May 2018 shows 1.7% 

decrease.  
 

• New car output:  UK car manufacturing falls 5.5% in June.  
 

Trade 
• The total UK trade deficit widened £5.0 billion to £8.3 billion in the three 

months to May 2018, mainly due to falling goods exports and rising goods 
imports. 

 
Labour market - Main points for the three months to May 2018  
•  Estimates from the Labour Force Survey show that, between the quarter 

December 2017 to February 2018 and the quarter March to May 2018, the 
number of people in work increased, the number of unemployed people 
decreased and the number of people aged from 16 to 64 years not working 
and not seeking or available to work (economically inactive) also 
decreased.  
 

• The employment rate (the proportion of people aged from 16 to 64 years 
who were in work) was 75.7%, higher than for the same quarter a year 
earlier (74.9%) and the highest since comparable records began in 1971. 
 

• The unemployment rate (the number of unemployed people as a proportion 
of all employed and unemployed people) was 4.2%, down from 4.5% for 
the same quarter a year earlier and the joint lowest since 1975. 
 

•  The inactivity rate (the proportion of people aged from 16 to 64 years who 
were economically inactive) was 21.0%, lower than for the same quarter a 
year earlier (21.5%) and the joint lowest since comparable records began 
in 1971.  

 
Housing 
• House prices – The average UK house price was £226,000 in May 2018. 

This is £6,000 higher than in May 2017 and unchanged from last month. 
 

• UK sales - UK sales equalled 73,982 in March 2018 up from 67,713 in 
February, or 9.3%.  Compared to March 2017, totals were down 20.3% 
from 92,846.   
 

Consumer, retail and prices 
• Consumer Trends – In Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018, household spending 

(adjusted for inflation) grew by 0.2% compared with Quarter 4 (Oct to Dec) 
2017. 

 
• Retail – In the three months to June 2018, the quantity bought in retail 

sales increased by 2.1%; the largest increase since February 2015, with 
growth across all main sectors. 

 
• CPI annual inflation June – The Consumer Prices Index (CPI) 12-month 

rate was 2.4% in June 2018, unchanged from May 2018. 
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• Producer prices - The headline rate of inflation for goods leaving the 
factory gate (output prices) was 3.1% on the year to June 2018, up from 
3.0% in May 2018. 

 
Finance 
• Gross mortgage lending –June - Estimated gross mortgage lending for 

the total market in June is £23.5bn, 2.1 per cent higher than a year earlier. 
 

Public sector  
• Public sector net borrowing, (excluding public sector banks) in the latest 

full financial year (April 2017 to March 2018) was £39.4 billion; that is, 
£6.3 billion less than in the previous financial year (April 2016 to March 
2017) and £5.8 billion less than official (Office for Budget Responsibility) 
expectations; this is the lowest net borrowing since the financial year 
ending March 2007. 

 
Business Surveys and barometers 
• NatWest IHS Markit UK Regional PMI: June - Business activity rises in 

all regions except the North East.  
 

• UK Manufacturing PMI: June - Manufacturing sector remains subdued at 
end of second quarter.  
 

• UK Construction PMI: June - Construction output growth reaches seven-
month high. 
 

• UK services:  June - Strongest rise in service sector activity since October 
2017. 
 

• Jobs: June - Candidate shortages contribute to slower rise in staff 
appointments.  
 

Consumer Surveys and barometers 
• Household Finance Index: July - Households positive towards future 

finances for first time since 2016. 
 

• Gfk’s Consumer confidence index: July – drops one point to -10. 
 
European Union 
Annual   

•     EU28.  May 2018 compared to May 2017:  Industrial producer prices up by 
3.6%; retail trade index up by 2.3%; industrial production up by 2.4%; 
Construction up by 2.6%.    

 
• The EU28 unemployment rate was 7.0% in May 2018, stable compared 

with April 2018 and down from 7.7% in May 2017.  
 

• The EU28 unemployment rate was 6.9% in June 2018, stable compared 
with May 2018 and down from 7.6% in June 2017. 
 

• EU annual inflation was 2.0% in June 2018, stable compared to May. A 
year earlier, the rate was 1.5%.    
 

• Markit Eurozone Composite PMI®– final data: June- Euro area output and 
new orders expand at faster rate. 
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Quarterly 
GDP: Q1 2018 
• Seasonally adjusted GDP rose by 0.4% in the EU28 during the second 

quarter of 2018, compared with the previous quarter, according to a 
preliminary flash estimate.  In the first quarter of 2018, GDP had grown by 
0.4% in the EU28. Compared with the same quarter of the previous year, 
seasonally adjusted GDP rose by 2.2% in the EU28 in the second quarter of 
2018, after +2.4% in the previous quarter. 

 
Global data 
 
Developments in international trade and industrial production:  May 
2018:  

• World trade momentum was ‐0.7% (non‐annualised; ‐0.5% in April, initial 
estimate ‐0.6%).  

• World industrial production momentum was 0.8% (non‐annualised; 0.8% in 
April, initial estimate 0.7%). 
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2     Cornwall 
Data sets now use the 16-64 age group as the “working age” category. 
 
A complete set of tables for the labour market section is to be found in the 
previous monthly labour market analysis.  
 
2.1  Jobseekers Allowance 
The total JSA figure in June for Cornwall was 2,146.  Since May, numbers in 
Cornwall have decreased by 324 or 13.1%.       
 
The June figure for Cornwall was the lowest recorded for any June during the run 
of data since 1992. 
 
Compared to June 2017, the number of claimants in Cornwall decreased by 414 
or 16%.   
 
Since November 2012, the numbers have fallen in each month compared to the 
same month in the previous year in Cornwall. 
 
Comparing the change in numbers for Cornwall between June and the previous 
May each year (since 1992) indicates that numbers decreased in all of the 27 
years.   The downward movement in numbers tend to fluctuate with no real 
pattern.  Largest decreases were in 2007 and 2018.                
 
Cornwall’s JSA rate in June was 0.7%, down 0.1 point on the 0.8% figure in 
May18. 
 
Compared to June 2017, Cornwall’s rate fell from 0.8% to 0.7%.    
 
Community Network Areas 
On a monthly basis 17 of the 19 CNAs saw decreases, with 2 no change (0 or + 
or- 1).   
 
Highest rates in June were in Camborne-Pool-Redruth (1.2%) then Bodmin, St. 
Austell and West Penwith (all 0.9%).  Lowest rates were found in Bude, Liskeard 
& Looe and Wadebridge & Padstow (all 0.3%). 
 
Occupations 
Comparing June 2018 to May 2018, overall numbers decreased by 325.  There 
were no occupations where numbers rose, 15 occupations which were static and 
11 where numbers fell.                
 
In June 2018 there were 425 fewer jobseekers19 compared to June 2017.  Of the 
26 occupational groups, there were no groups where numbers rose, 9 were 
static and 17 saw numbers fall. 
 
 
 

                                                 
18 The JSA rate is based on the number of claimants as a proportion of population aged 16-64.  
Although the number of JSA claimants may change the rate may not, depending on whether the 
change in numbers is enough to alter the rate. 

 
19 All numbers are rounded.  Includes ‘Occupation unknown’. 
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JSA on and off-flows 
In June there were 644 off-flows and 322 on-flows.   Of the 64520 off-flows, 
46.5% were accounted for by people obtaining a job, 24.0% failed to sign and 
13.2% were for reasons not known.          
    
2.2   Labour market – Resident based 
Labour market figures for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly from the Annual 
Population Survey are available up to March 201821.  This data set covers those 
of working age namely the 16-64 age group who are resident in the area22.   
 
In total there were 325,600 aged 16-64, of whom 253,500 were economically 
active with 245,100 who were employed.  Of those employed: 186,500 were 
employees with 56,800 self-employed23; while 170,500 worked full-time with 
74,300 working part-time.  There were 8,400 who were unemployed, and 
72,100 who were economically inactive.   
 
The figures show that over the last year the total aged 16-64 has moved up24, 
the numbers of economically active fell while the numbers of economically 
inactive have increased.  Employment numbers were down, with a slight rise in 
self-employed numbers, but a significant fall in employee numbers.   The 
number of those working full-time fell back while part-time numbers rose.  The 
number of unemployed fell over the year, continuing a recent trend.   
 
Looking at percentage changes over the year, there was a 2% increase in the 
16-64 age group, while economically active numbers fell by 2% while the 
number who were inactive increased by 16%.  The number employed was down 
by 2%, with self-employed up by 3% and employees down by 4%.  Full-time 
numbers were down by 5% while Part-time were up by 6%.  
 
Over the year, the employment rate fell from 77.7% to 75.3%, the self-
employment share of employment moved up from 21.9% to 23.3%.  The share 
taken by full-time decreased from 71.8% to 69.6% while part-time went up from 
28.1% to 30.3%.  Unemployment rates fell back from 3.7% to 3.3%. 
 
The latest figures show that there were 18,500 people aged 65 plus in the 
workforce.  This represents 7.0% of the workforce, up from the figure of 6.8% a 
year earlier.   
 
Numbers working on a non-permanent/flexible basis rose over the year by 1,300 
from 9,300 to 10,600, while the rate rose from 3.5% to 4.0%25. 
 
2.3  Labour market - Workplace data 
Latest data shows all those in employment all those in employment, including 
those aged 65 plus, whose workplace is in Cornwall26, up to the year ending 

                                                 
20 Numbers are always rounded for this dataset. 
21 Figures cover a year and are produced quarterly; all figures for age group 16-64.    
22 Data has been reweighted in line with the latest ONS estimates. 
23 Numbers may not sum to all those employed. 
24 Due to the volatility of the data changes in figures from one period to another may not reflect 
underlying trends.  
 
25 Those working on a non-permanent basis as a % of all employed. 
26 Data has been reweighted in line with the latest ONS estimates. 
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March 2018.    The data shows there were 260,100 working in Cornwall.  Of 
these 68,400 were self-employed, with 183,200 employees, and with another 
8,500 employees deemed to be working on a flexible basis.  Compared to the 
previous quarter total employment has moved up slightly.  Over the year, 
numbers in employment, across all categories increased by 2,900 from 257,200 
to 260,100, this was attributable to an increase in self-employed and those on 
flexible contracts, offsetting the fall in employee numbers.  The number on 
flexible contracts increased from 6,900 to 8,500. 
 
Average employment figures are running at 258,520 over the last five quarters 
compared to 258,500 for the previous five quarters.  
 
Over the year as a share of the workforce, the self-employed share was up by 
1.8%, while the employee share fell back and those on flexible contracts moved 
up marginally.     
 
Workplace employment since 2004 has changed considerably.  Numbers peaked 
in early 2008 pre-recession, and then fell back before rising until early 2011.  
Numbers then fell back again until late 2012. Numbers then increased to peak in 
mid 2014 at 260,700.  Numbers then fell back before peaking at 263,300 in late 
2016, with a dip for two quarters then going back up to 262,300 in mid 2017, 
with numbers below that for the latest quarters. 
 
Sixty-five plus 
Overall since 2004 there has been a general upward trend in both the numbers 
and share of the workforce of those aged 65 plus.  In 2004 there were 6,600 
while the figure in mid 2011 was 15,000.  Numbers dipped in the 2011 downturn 
before recovering in early 2014.  From then onwards numbers dipped until late 
2015 at 12,700 then rose to peak in late 2016 at 20,000, before falling back and 
now stands at 18,300. 
 
2.4   Vacancies 
In July there were 2,290 job postings in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.  This 
was up by 90 (4%) from 2,200 in June but down by 27% from 3,150 in July 
2017.  
 
2.5   Claimant count 
The latest claimant count 27figures show a total of 4,380 in Cornwall in June, 
down by 245 on the May total of 4,625.  Compared to June 2017 the total was 
up by 50 or +1.2% from 4,33028.   
 
Over the year comparative figures were Cornwall +1.2%, Cornwall & the Isles of 
Scilly +1.0%, England + 13.3% and United Kingdom +12.4%.  
 
In June the claimant count rate was 1.3%, down on the 1.4% in May.  This 
compared to rates of 2.1% in England and 2.2% for the United Kingdom.  
Compared to June 2017 the rate in Cornwall is the same at 1.3%.  In contrast 
the rate in England rose by 0.2 points and the UK rose by 0.3 points.   
 

                                                 
27 The Claimant Count measures the number of people claiming benefit principally for the reason of 
being unemployed:  from April 2015, the Claimant Count includes all Universal Credit claimants 
who are required to seek work and be available for work, as well as all JSA claimants 
 
28 NB Previous figures are superseded each month.  
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2.6   Benefit claimants – working age client group 
The latest claimant count 29figures show a total of 4,380 in Cornwall in June, 
down by 245 on the May total of 4,625.  Compared to June 2017 the total was 
up by 50 or +1.2% from 4,33030.   
 
Over the year comparative figures were Cornwall +1.2%, Cornwall & the Isles of 
Scilly +1.0%, England + 13.3% and United Kingdom +12.4%.  
 
In June the claimant count rate was 1.3%, down on the 1.4% in May.  This 
compared to rates of 2.1% in England and 2.2% for the United Kingdom.  
Compared to June 2017 the rate in Cornwall is the same at 1.3%.  In contrast 
the rate in England rose by 0.2 points and the UK rose by 0.3 points.   
 
2.7   Housing 
 
Monthly house prices, Land Registry 
In May, house prices in Cornwall averaged £223,728, down by £2,380 or 1.1% 
on the April total of £226,108.  The -1.1% change compares to increases of 
0.3% for England and of 0.1% across the UK.  Compared to May 2017 house 
prices in Cornwall were up by £8,800 or 4.1%, compared to increases of 2.9% 
for England and 3.0% for the UK.   
 
Table 2.1: House Prices £ 
Year Month Cornwall England UK 
2017 May 214928 236727 219792 
2017 June 216410 238497 221587 
2017 July 217973 241284 224452 
2017 Aug 220502 242602 225513 
2017 Sept 223756 242087 224795 
2017 Oct 225307 241988 224902 
2017 Nov 224883 241124 224317 
2017 Dec 225048 242382 225159 
2018 Jan 227460 241033 224389 
2018 Feb 228318 241939 224912 
2018 Mar 228891 240732 223978 
2018 Apr 226108 242831 226056 
2018 May 223728 243583 226351 
Change   £ £ £ 
Monthly    -2380 752 295 
Yearly    8800 6856 6559 
Change   % % % 
Monthly    -1.1 0.3 0.1 
Yearly    4.1 2.9 3.0 

 

                                                 
29 The Claimant Count measures the number of people claiming benefit principally for the reason of 
being unemployed:  from April 2015, the Claimant Count includes all Universal Credit claimants 
who are required to seek work and be available for work, as well as all JSA claimants 
 
30 NB Previous figures are superseded each month.  
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In May 2018, house prices in Cornwall were 99% of the UK average, compared 
to 98% in May 2017.   
 
On a quarterly basis, average house prices peaked in Q4 2007 at £216,174, they 
then fell back to £180,812 in Q2 2009.   There was then a recovery with prices 
reaching £199,404 in Q4 2010.  This was followed by a decline down to 
£187,698 in Q4 2012.  Thereafter prices rose to reach £212,495 in Q4 2015 
then fell back.  Since Q4 2016 prices have been increasing to reach £228,223 in 
Q1 2018, with a small decline in Q2. Prices have now been above the Q4 2007 
peak of £216,174 for the last 4 quarters. 
 

 
Source: Land Registry, House Price Index, 18 July 2018. 

 
Quarterly median house prices, Land Registry 
“The quarterly House Price Statistics for Small Areas also use the Land Registry 
data, but they report simple median house prices which are not mix-adjusted. 
These figures give an indication of the price of properties which actually sold in a 
given period and area (they're also available for small geographic areas). Note 
that these figures cover a rolling 12 month period, to ensure that a robust 
median price is reported, and this is updated each quarter”. 
 
In the year ending December 2017, median house prices in Cornwall equalled 
£219,950 compared to £234,000 for England31.  Compared to the previous 
quarter, prices rose by 2.3% (England +1.7%).  In comparison to year ending 
December 2016 prices were up by £9,950 or 4.7%.  The increase across England 
over the same period was 4.0%. Expressed as a percentage of the England total 
the figure fell from 98.4% to 94%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
31 UK figures not available. 
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Table 2.2: Median House Prices 
Year ending Cornwall England  
  £ % of England £ 

 Mar 2014 187,000 98.4 190,000 
 Jun 2014 187,500 97.7 191,995 
 Sep 2014 190,000 97.4 195,000 
 Dec 2014 193,000 97.5 198,000 
 Mar 2015 195,000 97.5 200,000 
 Jun 2015 197,000 96.1 205,000 
 Sep 2015 200,000 95.5 209,500 
 Dec 2015 200,000 94.1 212,500 
 Mar 2016 205,000 95.3 215,000 
 Jun 2016 206,000 93.6 219,995 
 Sep 2016 209,995 95.5 220,000 
 Dec 2016 210,000 93.4 224,950 
 Mar 2017 210,000 93.3 225,000 
 Jun 2017 212,500 92.4 229,950 
 Sep 2017 215,000 93.5 230,000 
 Dec 2017 219,950 94.0 234,000 
  £ % £ 
Qtr on previous qtr change 4,950 0.5 4,000 
Qtr on qtr one year on 9,950 0.6 9,050 
  %   % 
Qtr on previous qtr change 2.3 0.6 1.7 
Qtr on qtr one year on 4.7 0.7 4.0 

 
 
Comparing house price trends in Cornwall and England since 1995 shows that in 
Q4 1995, average prices in Cornwall were £49,000, 89% of the England 
average.  House prices rose above the England average from Q4 2002 until Q4 
2012.  Since then house prices have fallen relative to the England average and 
now stand at 94%.   
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 [Land Registry, House price statistics for small areas: year ending Dec 1995 to 
year ending December 2017, 20 June 2018, Table 9]. 
 
Source: House price data supplied by Land Registry © Crown copyright 2018. 
 
Sales data – Land Registry 
Total sales in March 2018 at 679 were down 5.7% on the February 2018 total of 
72032.  The UK sales figure increased by 9.3%.  Compared to March 2017, sales 
fell by 28.4%, from 948 to 679.  Totals fell in both England and the UK by 
21.8% and 20.3% respectively.   
 
 
Table 2.3a: Number of sales by area 
 Period Cornwall England UK 
Mar-17 948 74386 92846 
Apr-17 864 62318 80010 
May-17 838 69176 87701 
Jun-17 1062 84243 105872 
Jul-17 886 76839 96343 
Aug-17 1035 82354 102836 
Sep-17 1015 77535 97938 
Oct-17 1030 76252 96025 
Nov-17 1019 75670 95058 
Dec-17 981 74423 93411 
Jan-18 635 55380 68980 
Feb-18 720 54733 67713 
Mar-18 679 58203 73982 

 
 
 

                                                 
32 Sales figures are often adjusted each month so that previous figures are superseded. 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/releases/housepricestatisticsforsmallareasyearendingdec1995toyearendingdec2015
https://www.ons.gov.uk/releases/housepricestatisticsforsmallareasyearendingdec1995toyearendingdec2015
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Table 2.3b: Number of sales by area 

 Period Cornwall England UK 
Change No's No's No's 
Monthly  -41 3470 6269 
Yearly  -269 -16183 -18864 
Change % % % 
Monthly  -5.7 6.3 9.3 
Yearly  -28.4 -21.8 -20.3 

 
Fig 2.3 shows sales on a quarterly basis.  There is a seasonal variation with sales 
generally lower in the first quarter and higher in the third or fourth quarter.  
Sales in Q1 2018 were lower than those in Q4 2018, 2,034 compared to 3,030, 
and also down from 2,463 in Q1 2017. 
 

 
 
Fig 2.4 below shows house sales on an annual basis33.  In 2007 there were 
12,260 sales, the recession in 2008 saw sales drop by nearly half to 6,486.  
Numbers increased in 2009 and in 2010 but fell back in 2011.  There was a 
slight increase in 2012 with numbers rising in 2013 to reach 10,457 in 2014.  
2015 saw numbers stabilise at 10,499 with a slight rise in 2016 to 10,971 and 
with a similar figure in 2017 of 11,193. 
 

                                                 
33 Figures from Land Registry have been revised. 
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Source: Land Registry, House Price Index, 18 July 2018. 

 
Properties available for sale and rent    
According to Zoopla34, in July there were 4,818 properties for sale with 606 to 
rent, a total of 5,424 properties.   Compared to June, the number of dwellings 
for sale rose by 4%, while the numbers for rent were up by 18%.   Compared to 
July 2017, the number of properties for sale was up by 6% while those for rent 
were down by 6%.   All figures in Table 2.4. 
 
Table 2.4: Houses and flats for sale or rent 

  For sale For rent Total 
Period No’s No’s No’s 

Jul-17 4553 646 5199 
Jun-18 4623 514 5137 
Jul-18 4818 606 5424 
Change       
Month - no's 195 92 287 
Year - no's 265 -40 225 
Month - % 4 18 6 
Year - % 6 -6 4 

 
 
Fig 2.5 shows the trend in houses for sale or rent since July 2011.   Numbers of 
both houses for sale and rent increased in late 2012, remaining at a high level 
until October 2014.  Numbers then fell back up to February 2016 with an 
increase up to July 2016, before falling back to a low of 4,977 in February 2017.  
Numbers then edged up marginally, to peak in July at 5,199 followed by a 
gradual but sustained fall; however, January saw numbers move up slightly with 
further rises in each month since then. 
 

                                                 
34 http://www.zoopla.co.uk/house-prices/browse/cornwall/ 
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Table 2.5 below shows the breakdown of properties for sale.  Houses composed 
82.7% of total properties in July.  
 
Table 2.5: Properties for sale 
  

  Houses  Flats Total   Houses  Flats Total 
Period No’s No’s No’s Period % % % 
Jul-17 3781 772 4553 Jul-17 83.0 17.0 100.0 
Jun-18 3783 840 4623 Jun-18 81.8 18.2 100.0 
Jul-18 3984 834 4818 Jul-18 82.7 17.3 100.0 

 
Table 2.6 shows the breakdown of new properties for sale.  In July, 23.7% 
consisted of flats.   Overall, new properties accounted for 8.5% of all properties 
for sale. 
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Table 2.6: New Properties for sale 
  

    Houses  Flats Total Houses  Flats Total 
Period   No’s No’s No’s % % % 

2017 July 360 81 441 81.6 18.4 100 

 
Aug 330 81 411 80.3 19.7 100 

 
Sept 344 80 424 81.1 18.9 100 

 
Oct 331 88 419 79.0 21.0 100 

 
Nov 338 73 411 82.2 17.8 100 

 
Dec 316 62 378 83.6 16.4 100 

2018 Jan 307 81 388 79.1 20.9 100 

 
Feb 338 84 422 80.1 19.9 100 

 
Mar 337 92 429 78.6 21.4 100 

 
Apr 287 105 392 73.2 26.8 100 

 
May 270 107 377 71.6 28.4 100 

 
June 299 105 404 74.0 26.0 100 

 
July 312 97 409 76.3 23.7 100 

  
Month - 
no's 13 -8 5 2.3 -2.3   

  
Year - 
no's -48 16 -32 -5.3 5.3   

  Month - % 4 -8 1 3 -9   
  Year - % -13 20 -7 -7 29   

 
Over the year, the number of new houses for sale fell by 13%, while the number 
of flats increased by 20%.     
 
Source: Zoopla, 31 July 2018. 
 
2.8   Commercial property 
In July there were 228 commercial properties for letting with 252 for purchase.  
Retail comprised the largest sector in the ‘to let’ category accounting for 46% of 
the total, while Leisure/hospitality was the largest sector in the ‘to buy’ category 
at 60%. 
 
Table 2.7: Commercial property - July 2018 
  Offices Retail Industrial Leisure/hospitality Total 
  No's No's No's No's No's 
Let 69 106 47 6 228 
Buy 6 81 13 152 252 
  % % % % Total 
Let 30 46 21 3 100 
Buy 2 32 5 60 100 

 
Source: Zoopla, 31 July 2018. 
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2.9   Chamber of Commerce   
The latest Cornwall Chamber of Commerce survey takes the data up to Q2 2018.  
Compared to Q1 2018, there were negative readings35 for 5 of the 12 indicators, 
with 7 positive.   The most negative change was ‘Workforce over the next 
quarter, expected increase’ -12%.  The most positive changes were ‘UK sales, 
increased’ up 16%, and ‘Operating at full capacity’ up 15%. 
 
All data in Table 2.8 below. 
 
Table 2.8: Chamber of Commerce Survey 
 
  
  
Topic 

 Period 
  

2017 2018 2018 Change  
Q2 Q1 Q2 Qtr Year 

Status % % % % % 
UK sales Have increased 54 33 49 16 -5 
UK orders Have increased 38 28 41 13 3 
Size of their workforce Increased 35 32 31 -1 -4 
Workforce over the next quarter Increase 40 41 29 -12 -11 
Planned investment on training Intend to increase 24 30 23 -7 -1 
Investment in plant and 
equipment Intend to increase current levels 29 22 20 -2 -9 
Staff Attempted to recruit 52 55 56 1 4 

Businesses looking to recruit 
Had experienced recruitment 
difficulties 63 58 62 4 -1 

Turnover Increase over the next 12 months 73 64 69 5 -4 

Profitability of their business 
Expect to increase over the next 
12 months 61 56 58 2 -3 

Export sales Increased 13 10 13 3 0 
Operating capacity Full capacity 40 33 48 15 8 
 
Over the year, 7 indicators had declined, particularly ‘Increase in workforce over 
the next quarter’ minus 11 points.   Meanwhile 4 saw an improvement and 1 no 
change.  The biggest improvement was ‘Full operating capacity’ up 8 points from 
40% to 48%.  
 
Fig 2.6 shows the percentage of businesses operating at full capacity.  A peak 
was reached in late 2013 followed by a decline in 2014.  There is a degree of 
seasonality in the figures. 
 
The latest figure of 48% is up on the Q1 2018 figure of 33% and above the Q2 
2017 figure of 40%.   This is the second time that the figure has reached 48%.  

                                                 
35 A plus reading for ‘had experienced recruitment difficulties is regarded as negative! 
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Source: Cornwall Chamber of Commerce, July 2018. 
 
2.10   Defence Location Statistics 
The latest defence employment statistics36 show that there were 3,560 people 
employed in the sector in Cornwall in October 2017, 40 fewer than in July 2017 
and 70 fewer than in October 2016.  Data in Table 2.9. 
 
Table 2.9: Defence employment in Cornwall 
  
Year Quarter Military Civilian MOD 
2016 Oct 3,230 400 3,630 
2017 July 3,200 400 3,600 
2017 Oct 3,160 400 3,560 
Change Qtr -40 0 -40 
Change YOY -70 0 -70 

 
 
Table 2.10 shows all the data since October 2015. 
 
Table 2.10: Defence employment in Cornwall 
  
Year Quarter Military Civilian MOD 
2015 Oct 3,230 400 3,630 
2016 Jan 3,220 400 3,620 
2016 Apr 3,240 410 3,650 
2016 July 3,220 400 3,620 
2016 Oct 3,230 400 3,630 
2017 Jan 3,140 410 3,550 
2017 Apr 3,230 410 3,630 
2017 July 3,200 400 3,600 
2017 Oct 3,160 400 3,560 

                                                 
36 The figures will now be released on an annual basis.  
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Fig 2.7 shows the trend in numbers of military personnel employed since 2010, 
(civilian numbers are excluded). 
 

 
 
Source: Ministry of Defence, Location Statistics, Statistical Bulletin, 14 February 
2018. 
 
 
2.11   Finance - loans 
The latest data from UK finance gives figures for Cornwall for Q4 2017.  The 
figures in Fig 2.8 show that the value of residential mortgage loans outstanding 
stood at £6,691 million down slightly from £6,716 in Q3 2017.  This small fall 
takes the total back to Q1 2017 levels.  All data in Fig 2.8.  
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SME loans saw a slight fall in Q4 2017, from £1.31 billion in Q3 2017 to £1.29 
billion. The total was the same at that in Q4 2016.37 
 

 
 
At a UK level, unsecured loans have raised concerns over the ability of people to 
deal with debt.  Figures for Cornwall in Fig 2.10 reflect the upward movement in 
loans since Q4 2013 from £245 million to reach £313 million in Q1 2017.   
However, since then the total has fallen back and stands at £298 million.   
 

 
 
[The lenders participating in the GB and/or Northern Ireland exercises, 
collectively account for about 73 per cent of UK mortgage lending and 60 
percent of both personal loans and SME loans by banks and building societies]. 
 
Source: UK Finance, 2 July 2018. 

                                                 
37 The previous report should have stated Q2 2017 not Q1 2016. 
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3     South West England 

3.1   NatWest South West PMI  
 
June - Business activity expands at quicker rate 
 

Key findings 
• Stronger increase in business activity...  
• ...as new order growth accelerates  
• Input price inflation reaches five-month record  

 

“The latest NatWest South West PMI® data indicated that growth momentum 
improved across the region's private sector at the end of the second quarter. 
Business activity expanded at a stronger pace, supported by a solid rise in new 
orders. As a result, companies added to their payrolls for the first time in three 
months, while confidence towards the business outlook reached the highest 
since February.  
 

Inflationary pressures remained elevated, however, with input price inflation at 
its highest rate since January and selling prices increasing at a solid pace. The 
headline South West Business Activity Index – a seasonally adjusted index that 
measures the combined output of the region’s manufacturing and service sectors 
– rose from 51.1 in May to 52.5 in June. The reading signalled a modest increase 
in business activity, with growth having picked up from May's recent low. That 
said, the pace of expansion remained weaker than those seen at the start of 
2018 and was below the UK average.  
 

Demand: June data signalled that demand conditions in the South West 
improved in June, with new orders rising to the greatest extent for three 
months. However, growth remained weaker than that seen across the UK as a 
whole.  
 

Capacity: Improved client demand contributed to a renewed upturn in staff 
numbers at South West private sector companies during June. Although the rate 
of job creation was only slight, it was the first time that payrolls had risen for 
three months. Employment also rose at the national level, and at a quicker rate 
than recorded in the South West. Volumes of outstanding business at South 
West private sector companies declined for the first time in 2018 so far in June. 
Some monitored firms mentioned improved productivity and greater efforts to 
clear work-in-hand (but not yet completed). That said, the rate of backlog 
depletion was only slight. Meanwhile, unfinished workloads rose across the UK as 
a whole, following a marginal reduction in May.  
 

Prices: South West private sector firms signalled a further sharp rise in average 
input costs at the end of the second quarter. Notably, the rate of inflation 
reached a five-month high and was similar to the national trend. Prices charged 
by South West private sector firms also increased during June, and at a similarly 
solid pace to that seen in May.  
 

Outlook: Reflective of stronger increases in new orders and output, optimism 
towards the year ahead improved to a four-month high across the South West 
private sector in June. Optimism was generally linked to new product releases, 
planned expansions into new markets and greater investments”.  
 

© Markit Economics Limited 2018 [For further information, please contact:  
economics@markit.com 
 

Source: NatWest/IHS Markit South West PMI®, 9 July 2018. 

mailto:economics@markit.com
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4     United Kingdom 
 
4.1   Output 
 
GDP monthly estimate, UK GDP grew by 0.2% in the three months to 
May 
 
“Commenting on today’s GDP figures for the three months to May, Head of 
National Accounts Rob Kent-Smith said: 
 
The first of our new rolling estimates of GDP shows a mixed picture of the UK 
economy with modest growth driven by the services sector, partly offset by 
falling construction and industrial output. 
 
Retailing, computer programming and legal services all performed strongly in 
the three months to May while housebuilding and manufacturing both 
contracted. 
 
Services, in particular, grew robustly in May with retailers enjoying a double 
boost from the warm weather and the royal wedding. Construction also saw a 
return to growth after a weak couple of month. 
 
Growth in the three months to May was higher than growth in the three months 
to April, which was flat. The weakness in growth in the three months to April was 
largely due to a negative drag on GDP from construction”. 
 
 
Fig 4.1: GDP growth, quarter on quarter and three-months on previous three-
months 

 
Source: ONS. 

Source: ONS, GDP monthly estimate, Statistical Bulletin, 10 July 2018. 
 
 
Index of Production: May 2018 shows 0.6% decrease on 3 monthly 
basis 
 
Main points 
• “In the three months to May 2018, the Index of Production fell by 0.6% 

compared with the three months to February 2018, due primarily to a fall 
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of 1.2% in manufacturing; this was partially offset by a rise in mining and 
quarrying of 4.6%. 
 

• In May 2018, total production was estimated to have decreased by 0.4% 
compared with April 2018, led by falls in energy supply of 3.2% and mining 
and quarrying of 4.6%. 
 

• The monthly increase in manufacturing output of 0.4% was supported by 
increases in 9 of the 13 subsectors. 
 

• In the three months to May 2018, the Index of Production increased by 
1.8% compared with the same three months to May 2017”. 

 
Fig 4.2: Index of Production, Seasonally adjusted, January 2008 to May 2018, UK 

 
Source: Primarily Monthly Business Survey (Production and Services) - Office for 
National Statistics. 

Source: ONS, Index of Production, Statistical Bulletin, 10 July 2018. 
 
Construction output in Great Britain: May 2018 shows 1.7% decrease on 
3 monthly basis 
  
Main points 
• “Construction output continued its recent decline in the three-month on 

three-month series, falling by 1.7% in May 2018; representing the third 
consecutive decline in this series. 
 

• The three-month on three-month decrease in construction output was 
driven predominantly by a fall in new work, which also fell for the third 
consecutive month, decreasing by 2.5% in May 2018. 
 

• Following a broadly negative start to 2018 in the month-on-month series, 
construction output showed signs of recovery in May 2018, increasing by 
2.9% compared with April 2018. 
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• The month-on-month growth in construction output was in part driven by 
the recovery of private housing repair and maintenance work, which grew 
7.3% in May 2018 following a weak start to the year. 
 

• Estimates in this release are consistent with the Quarterly national 
accounts: January to March 2018 publication released on 29 June 2018 and 
will feed into the national accounts Blue Book 2018 publication, due to be 
released on 31 July 2018. 
 

• Improvements made to construction output estimates include changes to 
nominal data, a seasonal adjustment review, inclusion of the latest mark-
up data used within the price indices and improvements to the 
methodology to address bias in early construction estimates; as a result, 
revisions can be seen from Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2010”. 

 
Fig 4.3:  Rolling three-month and monthly all work, May 2018.  Chained volume 
measure, seasonally adjusted, Great Britain 

 
Source: Construction: Output and Employment - Office for National Statistics 
 
Source: ONS, Construction output in Great Britain: April 2018, Statistical 
Bulletin, 10 July 2018. 
 
Index of Services: May 2018 shows 0.4% increase on a 3 monthly basis 
 
Main points 
• “In the three months to May 2018, services output increased by 0.4% 

compared with the three months ending February 2018. 
 

• The wholesale, retail and motor trade sector made the largest contribution 
to the three-month on three-month growth, contributing 0.11 percentage 
points. 
 

• The Index of Services increased by 0.3% between April 2018 and May 
2018. 

• The wholesale, retail and motor trade also made the largest contribution to 
the month-on-month increase, contributing 0.18 percentage points. 
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• In the three months to May 2018, services output increased by 1.5% 
compared with the three months ending May 2017”. 

 
Fig 4.4: Contributions 1 to growth in services during the three months to May 2018 
Compared with the three months to February 2018 UK 

 
Source: ONS 

Source: ONS, Index of Services, Statistical Bulletin, 10 July 2018. 
 
Vehicle new car registrations and production 
 
SMMT urges government to back new-tech diesel, as uncertainty 
continues to impact new car market 
 
• “UK new car market declines by moderate -3.5% to 234,945 registrations. 
• Strong growth for petrols and plug-ins can’t offset heavy diesel declines, 

with demand down -28.2% as buyers hesitate. 
• Year-to-date market falls -6.3%, with 1.3 million new cars joining UK roads 

in first six months. 
• SMMT calls for technology neutral strategy, giving motorists confidence to 

buy right car and right technology for their needs”. 
 
Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said, “Despite a rocky first six months 
for the new car market, it’s great to see demand for alternatively fuelled vehicles 
continue to rise. Given these cars still represent only one in 20 registrations, 
however, they cannot yet have the impact in driving down overall emissions that 
conventional vehicles, including diesels, continue to deliver. Recent government 
statements acknowledging the importance of petrol and diesel are encouraging. 
However, we now need a strategy that supports industry investment into next 
generation technologies and puts motorists back in the driving seat, encouraged 
to buy the car that best suits their needs – whatever its fuel type”. 
 
Fig 4.5 shows June car registrations since 2002.  
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Fig 4.5: Car registrations – June 2002-2018 
 

 
 
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/smmt-urges-government-to-back-new-tech-
diesel-as-uncertainty-continues-to-impact-new-car-market/ 
 
Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Limited, 5 July 2018.   
 
Exports drive UK car production in first half as industry urges all Brexit 
negotiators to safeguard frictionless trade 
• “UK car manufacturing falls by moderate -3.3% in first half of 2018 to 

834,402 units as strong exports bolster disappointing domestic demand. 
• Output for June declines -5.5% as perfect storm of events hits production 

for the UK, down -47.2%. 
• Exports rise 6.0% in the month, with 113,152 British-built cars destined for 

global markets – almost 4,000 every day. 
• SMMT calls for Brexit negotiators to back free and frictionless trade to 

safeguard one of EU’s most valuable assets”. 
 
Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said, “June’s results demonstrate the 
risks of judging automotive performance one month in isolation, with numerous 
and varied factors creating a perfect storm for home market output. Looking at 
the longer-term picture, the sector is performing as expected in the context of 
market conditions at home and abroad. 
 
First half figures are a reminder of the exports-led nature of UK Automotive, the 
integrated EU supply chain and our mutual dependency on free and frictionless 
trade. The UK government’s latest Brexit proposals are a step in the right 
direction to safeguard future growth, jobs and consumer choice – not just in 
Britain but right across Europe. 
 
We now look to negotiators on both sides to recognise the needs of the whole 
European automotive industry which, combined, employs more than 12 million 

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/smmt-urges-government-to-back-new-tech-diesel-as-uncertainty-continues-to-impact-new-car-market/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/smmt-urges-government-to-back-new-tech-diesel-as-uncertainty-continues-to-impact-new-car-market/
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people. Any disruption risks undermining one of our most valuable shared 
economic assets”. 
 
Fig 4.6 shows June rolling year car production since 2012. 
 
Fig 4.6: Car output –rolling year totals (millions) 

 
 
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/exports-drive-uk-car-production-in-first-half-
as-industry-urges-all-brexit-negotiators-to-safeguard-frictionless-trade/ 
 
Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders Limited, 31 July 2018.  
 
Data from the Society of Motor Manufacturers.   www.smmt.co.uk/data 
 
 
 
4.2   Investment   
Business investment in the UK: January to March 2018 revised results 
[Quarterly].   
 
Main points 
• “Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), in volume terms, was estimated to 

have fallen by 1.3% to £85.6 billion in Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018 from 
£86.8 billion in Quarter 4 (Oct to Dec) 2017. 
 

• Business investment was estimated to have fallen by 0.4% to £47.7 billion 
between Quarter 4 2017 and Quarter 1 2018. 
 

• Between Quarter 1 2017 and Quarter 1 2018, GFCF was estimated to have 
increased by 1.5% from £84.3 billion; business investment was estimated 
to have increased by 2.0% from £46.8 billion. 

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/exports-drive-uk-car-production-in-first-half-as-industry-urges-all-brexit-negotiators-to-safeguard-frictionless-trade/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/2018/07/exports-drive-uk-car-production-in-first-half-as-industry-urges-all-brexit-negotiators-to-safeguard-frictionless-trade/
http://www.smmt.co.uk/data
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• The sectors that contributed to the 1.3% GFCF fall between Quarter 4 2017 
and Quarter 1 2018 were general government, public corporations’ 
dwellings and business investment. 
 

• The asset that contributed most to the decrease in GFCF over the same 
period was other buildings and structures and transfer costs; transport 
equipment was the only asset to have increased as all other assets also fell 
in this period”. 

 
Fig 4.7 shows quarterly levels and growth rates of GFCF since 2008. 
 
Fig 4.7: Quarterly levels and quarter-on-quarter growth of gross fixed capital 
formation, chained volume measure, seasonally adjusted. Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 
2008 to Quarter 1 2018 Reference year: 2016 Coverage: UK 
 

 
 
Source: ONS  

Source: ONS, Business investment in the UK: January to March 2018 revised 
results, 29 June 2018. 
 
 
4.3  Trade and the Balance of payments 
 
UK Trade: May 2018 
 
Main points 
• “The total UK trade deficit widened £5.0 billion to £8.3 billion in the three 

months to May 2018, mainly due to falling goods exports and rising goods 
imports. 

• Falling exports of cars and rising imports of unspecified goods were mostly 
responsible for the £5.0 billion widening of the total trade deficit in the 
three months to May 2018. 
 

• Removing the effect of inflation, the total trade deficit widened £4.7 billion 
in the three months to May 2018; falling goods export volumes was the 
main factor as prices generally increased. 
 

• Excluding erratic commodities (mainly unspecified goods) the deficit 
widened £2.9 billion to £8.7 billion in the three months to May 2018. 
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• There was a small overall trade surplus on the month to February 2018, 
mainly due to falling goods imports; the last time there was an overall 
trade surplus on the month was in February 2011. 
 

• The UK imported 55% of its goods from the EU and exported 51% of its 
goods to countries outside of the EU in the 12 months to May 2018. 
 

• This bulletin and its associated data tables and time series contain greater 
detail and improvements to UK trade statistics that we have implemented 
following our UK trade development plan to deliver against user needs”. 
 

Fig 4.8:  Change in UK goods exports, imports and trade balance, three months 
compared with previous three months, May 2016 to May 2018. 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 
 
Source: ONS, UK Trade, Statistical Bulletin, 10 July 2018. 
 
 
Balance of payments: Balance of payments: January to March 
2018.  [quarterly] 
 
Main points 
• “The UK’s current account deficit was £17.7 billion (3.4% of gross domestic 

product (GDP)) in Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018, a narrowing of £1.8 billion 
from a revised deficit of £19.5 billion (3.8% of GDP) in Quarter 4 (Oct to 
Dec) 2017. 
 

• The UK’s current account deficit narrowed primarily due to a narrowing of 
both the trade deficit and the primary income deficit, partially offset by a 
widening of the secondary income deficit in Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018. 
 

• The total trade deficit narrowed to £3.8 billion in Quarter 1 2018, from £5.7 
billion in Quarter 4 2017. 
 

• The primary income deficit narrowed by £1.5 billion in Quarter 1 2018 to 
£8.1 billion from a revised deficit of £9.6 billion in Quarter 4 2017. 

 
• The international investment position showed UK net liabilities of £262.3 

billion at the end of Quarter 1 2018; a widening from net liabilities of 
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£164.5 billion at the end of Quarter 4 2017, as a result of UK residents 
moving pout of foreign equities and revaluations”. 

 
Fig 4.9: UK trade in goods and services balances (seasonally adjusted) 
Quarter 2 (Apr to June) 2015 to Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 

Source: ONS, Balance of payments, UK: Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018, Statistical 
Bulletin, 29 June 2018. 
 
4.4  Labour market 
 
Main points for the three months to May 2018 
• “Estimates from the Labour Force Survey show that, between the quarter 

December 2017 to February 2018 and the quarter March to May 2018, the 
number of people in work increased, the number of unemployed people 
decreased and the number of people aged from 16 to 64 years not working 
and not seeking or available to work (economically inactive) also 
decreased. 
 

• There were 32.40 million people in work, 137,000 more than for the 
quarter December 2017 to February 2018 and 388,000 more than for a 
year earlier. 
 

• The employment rate (the proportion of people aged from 16 to 64 years 
who were in work) was 75.7%, higher than for the same quarter a year 
earlier (74.9%) and the highest since comparable records began in 1971. 
 

• There were 1.41 million unemployed people (people not in work but 
seeking and available to work), 12,000 fewer than for the quarter 
December 2017 to February 2018 and 84,000 fewer than for the same 
quarter a year earlier.  
 

• The unemployment rate (the number of unemployed people as a proportion 
of all employed and unemployed people) was 4.2%, down from 4.5% for 
the same quarter a year earlier and the joint lowest since 1975. 
 

• There were 8.64 million people aged from 16 to 64 years who were 
economically inactive (not working and not seeking or available to work), 
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86,000 fewer than for the quarter December 2017 to February 2018 and 
184,000 fewer than for the same quarter a year earlier. 
 

• The inactivity rate (the proportion of people aged from 16 to 64 years who 
were economically inactive) was 21.0%, lower than for the same quarter a 
year earlier (21.5%) and the joint lowest since comparable records began 
in 1971.  
 

• Latest estimates show that average weekly earnings for employees in Great 
Britain in nominal terms (that is, not adjusted for price inflation) increased 
by 2.7% excluding bonuses, and by 2.5% including bonuses, compared 
with a year earlier. 
 

• Latest estimates show that average weekly earnings for employees in Great 
Britain in real terms (that is, adjusted for price inflation) increased by 0.4% 
excluding bonuses, and by 0.2% including bonuses, compared with a year 
earlier”. 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics, Labour Market Statistics, Statistical 
Bulletin, 17 July 2018. 
 
4.5  Housing 
 
UK house prices – May 2018 
 
UK all dwellings 
“Average house prices in the UK have increased by 3.0% in the year to May 
2018 (down from 3.5% in April 2018).  This is its lowest annual rate since 
August 2013 when it was also 3.0%. The annual growth rate has slowed since 
mid-2016 and has remained under 5%, with the exception of October 2017, 
throughout 2017 and into 2018.  
 
This drop in UK house price growth is driven mainly by a slowdown in the south 
and east of England. The lowest annual growth was in London, where prices 
decreased by 0.4% over the year. This is the fourth consecutive month that 
London house prices have fallen over the year. 
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Fig 4.10: Annual house price rates of change, UK all dwellings from January 
2006 to May 2018 

 
Source: HM Land Registry, Registers of Scotland, Land and Property Services 
Northern Ireland and Office for National Statistics 
 
The average UK house price was £226,000 in May 2018. This is £6,000 higher 
than in May 2017 and unchanged from last month. On a seasonally adjusted 
basis, average house prices in the UK decreased by 0.2% between April 2018 
and May 2018, compared with an increase of 0.4% in average prices during the 
same period a year earlier (April 2017 and May 2017). 
 
Fig 4.11: Average UK house price, January 2005 to May 2018 

 
Source: HM Land Registry, Registers of Scotland, Land and Property Services 
Northern Ireland and Office for National Statistics. 
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House price index, by UK country 
Across the UK, all houses showed an increase in average price in May 2018 
when compared with the same month in the previous year. Detached houses 
showed the biggest increase, rising by 4.6% in the year to May 2018 to 
£344,000. The average price of flats and maisonettes were unchanged in the 
year to April 2018 (0.0%) at £203,000, the lowest annual growth of all property 
types. Weaker growth in UK flats and maisonettes was driven by negative 
annual growth in London for this property type. London accounts for around 
25% of all UK flats and maisonette transactions”. 
 
Fig 4.12: Average house price, by UK country, by property type from January 2006 to 
May 2018 

 
Source: Land Registry, Registers of Scotland, Land and Property Services Northern 
Ireland and Office for National Statistics 

Source: ONS/Land Registry, 18 July 2018. 
 
Sales 
UK sales equalled 73,982 in March 2018’ up from 67,713 in February, or 9.3%.  
Compared to March 2017, totals were down 20.3% from 92,846.   

Source: Land Registry, House Price Index, 18 July 2018. 

 
4.6  Consumer and retail 
 
Consumer trends, UK: January to March 2018 
 
Main points 
• “In Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2018, household spending (adjusted for 

inflation) grew by 0.2% compared with Quarter 4 (Oct to Dec) 2017. 
 

• The main contribution to growth can be seen in housing, which has 
increased by 0.5% compared with Quarter 4 2017. 
 

• Household spending grew 1.2% in Quarter 1 2018, when compared with 
Quarter 1 2017. 
 

• In Quarter 1 2018, current price spending increased by 1.3% compared 
with Quarter 4 2017”. 
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Fig 4.13: Quarterly household final consumption expenditure total (£ billion), seasonally 
adjusted, UK Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 1997 to Quarter 1 2018. 

 
Source: ONS. 

Source: ONS, Consumer Trends, UK: January to March 2018, Statistical Bulletin, 
29 June 2018. 
 
 
Retail Sales: Great Britain, June 2018 – volume shows 2.1% increase on 
three monthly basis    
 
Main points 
• “In the three months to June 2018, the quantity bought in retail sales 

increased by 2.1%; the largest increase since February 2015, with growth 
across all main sectors. 
 

• Food stores saw the strongest three-month on three-month growth since 
May 2001 at 2.2%, with feedback from supermarkets suggesting that the 
continued good weather and World Cup celebrations had encouraged food 
and drink sales. 
 

• While hot weather and World Cup celebrations increased food store sales, it 
was suggested by retailers that these factors resulted in a decrease in 
footfall in non-food stores; which, along with non-store retailing, resulted in 
a monthly decline of 0.5% in the quantity bought. 
 

• The decline of 0.5% in June 2018, when compared with the previous 
month, also followed two months of strong growth in April and May 2018. 
 

• Online sales as a total of all retailing remained unchanged at 18.0%; online 
spending in clothing and footwear stores continued to achieve new record 
proportions of online retailing, for the fourth consecutive month, at 17.5%”. 
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Fig 4.14: Monthly and rolling three-monthly index for the quantity bought in all retailing, 
seasonally adjusted 

 
Source: Monthly Business Survey – Retail Sales Inquiry, Office for National Statistics. 

Source: ONS, Retail Sales - Great Britain, Statistical Bulletin, 19 July 2018. 

 

4.7  Price inflation 
 
UK consumer price inflation: June 2018 at +2.4% 
 
Main points 
• “The Consumer Prices Index (CPI) 12-month rate was 2.4% in June 2018, 

unchanged from May 2018. 
 

• The Consumer Prices Index including owner occupiers’ housing costs (CPIH) 
12-month inflation rate was 2.3% in June 2018, unchanged from May 
2018. 
 

• Rising prices for motor fuels and domestic gas and electricity produced the 
largest upward contributions to change in the rate between May and June 
2018. 
 

• Falling prices for clothing and games, toys and hobbies provided the largest 
downward effects”. 

 
[CPIH - Consumer Prices Index including owner occupiers’ housing costs, OOH 
owner occupiers’ housing costs, CPI – Consumer Price Index] 
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Fig 4.15: CPIH, OOH component and CPI 12-month rates for the last 10 years , CPIH, 
June 2008 to June 2018, UK 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 

Source: ONS, Consumer Price Indices, Statistical Bulletin, 18 July 2018. 
 
Producer Price Inflation UK: June 2018 shows 3.1% annual increase 
 
Main points 
• “The headline rate of inflation for goods leaving the factory gate (output 

prices) was 3.1% on the year to June 2018, up from 3.0% in May 2018. 
 

• Prices for materials and fuels (input prices) rose 10.2% on the year to June 
2018, up from 9.6% in May 2018. 
 

• All product groups provided upward contributions to output annual 
inflation; the largest contribution was made by petroleum products. 
 

• Input annual inflation increased to its highest rate since May 2017; crude 
oil continued to provide the largest upward contribution, despite falling on 
the month”. 
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Fig 4.16: Input and output PPI, June 2003 to June 2018, UK 
 

 
Source: ONS 

Source: ONS, Producer Price Inflation, Statistical Bulletin, 18 July 2018. 

 
4.8  Finance 
 
UK Finance38: Household Finance Update – June 2018 
 
Key data highlights: 
• “Estimated gross mortgage lending for the total market in June is £23.5bn, 

2.1 per cent higher than a year earlier. 
• The number of mortgage approvals by the main high street banks in June 

fell by 2.1 per cent compared to the same month a year earlier. Within this 
only remortgaging approvals increased and were 3.4 per cent higher than 
for the same period a year earlier, this was offset by the 4.7 per cent fall in 
house purchase approvals and 4.3 per cent fall in other secured borrowing. 

• Credit card spending was 4.7 per cent higher than a year earlier, with 
outstanding levels of card borrowing having grown by 5.6 per cent over the 
year. Outstanding overdraft borrowing was 5.8 per cent lower compared to 
the same time last year. 

• Personal deposits grew by 1.3 per cent in the last 12 months. Deposits held 
in instant access accounts were 4.2 per cent higher than a year earlier”. 

 
Commenting on the data, Eric Leenders, Managing Director, Personal Finance at 
UK Finance said: “Lending to households has continued to grow modestly in line 
with recent trends, with increased borrowing on credit cards mirrored by a fall in 
overdraft borrowing.  Card spending saw relatively strong growth year on year, 
with retail sales buoyed by the sunshine and recent sporting events.  Meanwhile 
growth in mortgage lending continues to be driven by remortgaging, as 
borrowers take advantage of attractive deals ahead of an anticipated Bank rate 
rise”. 
 
Source: UK Finance, 26 June 2018. 
 
 
                                                 
38 Replaced the Council of Mortgage Lenders. 
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Mortgage market sees pre-summer boost as remortgaging continues 
strong upward trend 
 
“UK Finance’s Mortgage Trends Update for May 2018 reveals: 
• There were 32,200 new first-time buyer mortgages completed in the 

month, some 8.1 per cent more than in the same month a year earlier. The 
£5.4bn of new lending in the month was 12.5 per cent more year-on-year. 
The average first-time buyer is 30 and has a gross household income of 
£42,000. 

• There were 31,100 new homemover mortgages completed in the month, 
some 4.4 per cent more than in the same month a year earlier. The £6.6bn 
of new lending in the month was 4.8 per cent more year-on-year. The 
average homemover is 39 and has a gross household income of £55,000 

• There were 36,000 new homeowner remortgages completed in the month, 
some 7.1 per cent more than in the same month a year earlier. The £6.3bn 
of remortgaging in the month was 6.8 per cent more year-on-year. 

• There were 5,500 new buy-to-let home purchase mortgages completed in 
the month, some 9.8 per cent fewer than in the same month a year earlier. 
By value this was £0.7bn of lending in the month, 22.2 per cent down year-
on-year. 

• There were 14,600 new buy-to-let remortgages completed in the month, 
some 15 per cent more than in the same month a year earlier. By value 
this was £2.3bn of lending in the month, 21.1 per cent more year-on-year”. 

 
Commenting on the data, Jackie Bennett, Director of Mortgages at UK 
Finance said:  “The mortgage market is seeing a pre-summer boost, driven by 
a rise in the number of first-time buyers and strong remortgaging activity. It is 
also particularly encouraging to see an increase in homemovers, after a period of 
relative sluggishness in this important segment of the market.   However, 
affordability remains a challenge for some prospective buyers and this is 
reflected by a gradual increase in loan to income multiples.   Meanwhile 
purchases in the buy-to-let market continue to be constrained by recent 
regulatory and tax changes, the full impact of which have yet to be fully felt”. 
 
Source: UK Finance, 12 July 2018. 
 
Business Finance Update – June 2018 
 
Key data highlights: 
• “Lending to manufacturers grew by 9.2 per cent in the last 12 months, in 

contrast to a wider 1.8 per cent contraction overall in UK business 
borrowing. 

• UK business deposits for non-financial companies grew by 2.3 per cent in 
the last 12 months. 

 
Commenting on the data, Stephen Pegge, Managing Director, Commercial 
Finance at UK Finance said: “Monthly net lending to businesses returned to 
positive in June, driven by continued growth in borrowing in the manufacturing 
sector.  However the broader picture remains mixed, with ongoing economic 
uncertainty impacting on firms’ appetite to borrow and invest in the long term.” 
 
Source: UK Finance, 25 July 2018. 
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Public sector finances – June 2018 
 
Main points 
• “Public sector net borrowing (excluding public sector banks) in the latest 

full financial year (April 2017 to March 2018) was £39.4 billion; that is, 
£6.3 billion less than in the previous financial year (April 2016 to March 
2017) and £5.8 billion less than official (Office for Budget Responsibility) 
expectations; this is the lowest net borrowing since the financial year 
ending March 2007. 
 

• Public sector net borrowing (excluding public sector banks) in the current 
financial year-to-date (April 2018 to June 2018) was £16.8 billion; that is, 
£5.4 billion less than in the same period in 2017; this is the lowest year-to-
date (April to June) net borrowing since 2007. 
 

• Public sector net borrowing (excluding public sector banks) decreased by 
£0.8 billion to £5.4 billion in June 2018, compared with June 2017; this is 
the lowest June net borrowing since 2016. 
 

• Public sector net debt (excluding public sector banks) was £1,792.3 billion 
at the end of June 2018, equivalent to 85.2% of gross domestic product 
(GDP), an increase of £33.0 billion (or a decrease of 1.0 percentage points 
as a ratio of GDP) on June 2017. 
 

• Following the passage of the Regulation of Registered Social Landlords 
(Wales) Act 2018 on 13 June 2018, housing associations in Wales have 
been reclassified from the public sector to the private sector, reducing 
public sector net debt at the end of June 2018 by £2.7 billion. 
 

• Public sector net debt (excluding both public sector banks and Bank of 
England) was £1,600.6 billion at the end of June 2018, equivalent to 76.1% 
of GDP, a decrease of £23.7 billion (or a decrease of 3.5 percentage points 
as a ratio of GDP) on June 2017. 
 

• Central government net cash requirement in the current financial year-to-
date (April 2018 to June 2018) was £14.1 billion; that is, £1.9 billion more 
than in the same period in 2017”. 
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Fig 4.17:  Public sector net borrowing (excluding public sector banks), April 1993 to 
June 2018, UK 

 
Source: Office for National Statistics 
 
Source: ONS and Treasury, Public sector finances, June 2018, Statistical 
Bulletin, 20 July 2018.  
 
4.9  Business Surveys and barometers 
Confidence surveys, with information generally released ahead of official 
statistical data, can indicate changes to the economic outlook as well as turning 
points in the economic cycle.  [House of Commons, Economic Indicators 
update]. 
 
A major bugbear is the number of references we see to the PMI surveys being 
measures of business “sentiment”. This is not the case. We in fact only ask one 
sentiment-based question, which asks about how business activity is expected to 
change over the coming year. All other questions ask respondents to report on 
actual changes in output, orders, prices, employment and other variables from 
one month to the next. As such, the answers reflect objective business metrics, 
not opinion, which is why the indices act as such good indicators of official data 
such as GDP, employment and inflation.  [IHS Markit]. 
 
NatWest UK Regional PMI®: June - Regional business activity growth 
continues to be led by the Midlands  
 
Key Findings  

• “Business activity rises in all regions except the North East  

• Scotland leads employment growth as pace of job creation north of the 
border accelerates to near four-and-a-half year high  
 

• Businesses in Northern Ireland continue to face strongest cost pressures”  
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Sebastian Burnside, NatWest Chief Economist, commented:  “The Midlands 
has cemented its position as the UK’s current top-performing region, with firms 
across both halves – East and West – enjoying steep and accelerated rises in 
output and new orders in June.   Conditions remained toughest in the North 
East, where firms reported falling demand for goods and services. The local jobs 
market, however, received a boost as employment levels rose for the fourth 
month in a row and at the quickest pace in 2018 so far.  
 
The main highlight on the jobs front was a further pick-up in the rate of job 
creation in Scotland to a near four-and-a-half year high, with the private sector 
economy north of the border having shown a real upswing in momentum over 
the first half of 2018. Businesses up and down the UK will be feeling the pinch as 
cost pressures continued to push higher during June. Thankfully the current level 
of demand is such that businesses are able to offset things like increasing 
wages, rising fuel prices and higher raw materials costs by continuing to hike 
prices charged for goods and services”. 
 
Source: IHS Markit NatWest UK Regional PMI, 9 July 2018. 
 
Markit/CIPS UK Manufacturing PMI®: June - Manufacturing sector 
remains subdued at end of second quarter  
 
Key findings:  

• “UK Manufacturing PMI broadly unchanged at 54.4 in June  
• Output growth slows from May’s five-month high  
• Input cost inflation picks up, leading to increased selling prices”  

 
Rob Dobson, Director at IHS Markit, which compiles the survey: said 
 “The UK manufacturing sector ended the second quarter on a subdued footing. 
The turnaround in performance since the start the year has been remarkable, 
with impressive growth rates late last year turning into some of the weakest 
rates of expansion seen over the past two years in recent months.  
 
The slowdown in new order growth since earlier in the year has also left 
manufacturers increasingly reliant on backlogs of work and inventory building to 
maintain higher output. This is a position that cannot be sustained far beyond 
the immediate horizon. The trend in demand will need to stage a much firmer 
rebound if a further slowdown in output growth is to be avoided.  
 
How likely such a revival is remains in some doubt, with the June survey also 
seeing business optimism drop to a seven-month low amid rising concerns about 
possible trade tariffs, the exchange rate and Brexit uncertainty. Ongoing supply-
chain disruptions, including raw material shortages and signs of a renewed 
upswing in input price inflation may also jeopardise stronger manufacturing 
growth. With industry potentially stuck in the doldrums, the UK economy will 
need to look to other sectors if GDP growth is to match expectations in the latter 
half of the year”.  
  
Source: IHS Markit, IHS Markit/CIPS UK Manufacturing PMI®, 2 July 2018. 
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Markit/CIPS UK Construction PMI: June - Construction output growth 
reaches seven-month high 
 
Key findings  

• “House building remains best performing area of activity  

• New orders rise at fastest pace since May 2017  

• Input cost inflation accelerates in June” 

 
Tim Moore, Associate Director at IHS Markit and author of the IHS 
Markit/CIPS Construction PMI® said “The latest increase in UK construction 
output marks three months of sustained recovery from the snow-related 
disruption seen back in March. A solid contribution from house building helped to 
drive up overall construction activity in June, while a lack of new work to replace 
completed civil engineering projects continued to hold back growth. “Of the 
three main categories of construction work, commercial building was sandwiched 
in the middle of the performance table during June. Survey respondents 
suggested that improved opportunities for industrial and distribution work were 
the main bright spots, which helped to offset some of the slowdown in retail and 
office development.  
 
Stretched supply chains and stronger input buying resulted in longer delivery 
times for construction materials during June. At the same time, higher 
transportation costs and rising prices for steel related inputs led to the fastest 
increase in cost burdens across the construction sector since September 2017”. 
 
Source: IHS Markit, Markit/CIPS, UK Construction PMI, 3 July 2018. 
 
Market/CIPS UK Services PMI®: June - Strongest rise in service sector 
activity since October 2017  
 
Key findings  

• “Robust and accelerated upturn in business activity 

• New work increases at fastest pace for 13 months 

• Input cost inflation intensifies in June”  

 
Chris Williamson, Chief Business Economist at IHS Markit, which compiles 
the survey: “Stronger growth of service sector activity adds to signs that the 
economy rebounded in the second quarter and opens the door for an August 
rate hike, especially when viewed alongside the news that inflationary pressures 
spiked higher.  The survey data indicate that the economy likely grew by 0.4% 
in the second quarter, up from 0.2% in the opening quarter of 2018. The sharp 
rise in business costs, linked to surging oil prices and the need to offer higher 
wages, suggests inflation will also pick up again from its current rate of 2.4%.  
 
It remains encouraging yet also surprising that current business activity 
continues to show such resilience amid relatively moribund confidence regarding 
the year ahead outlook. The survey once again highlights how the business 
outlook remains clouded by widespread concerns about the impact of Brexit 
uncertainty in particular. Such a divergence between current and expected 
future activity stokes worries that the upturn is being fueled by short-term 
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spending, based on hopes that uncertainty will lift, and likely masks a lack of 
longer-term business investment”. 
 
Source: IHS Markit, Markit/CIPS, UK Services PMI, 4 July 2018. 
 
Report on Jobs: June - Candidate shortages contribute to slower rise in 
staff appointments 
 
Key points:  

• “Permanent placements and temp billings continue to rise, but not as 
sharply as previous months  

• Candidate availability deteriorates at steeper pace 

• Robust demand for staff leads to further marked rises in pay” 

Neil Carberry, REC Chief Executive says: “It’s a great time for people looking 
to take the next step in their careers, as employers compete for new staff in a 
tight market. It’s a candidate’s market out there.  Across the majority of sectors, 
both temporary and permanent opportunities are growing, and a lack of 
candidates means it is no surprise to see starting pay also rising.  
 
Recruiters report that some of this high vacancy rate may be driven by good 
demand from companies not being matched by candidate willingness to move in 
the face of the current economic uncertainty. The one sector that stands out as 
in a different place is retail. Placements are stagnating as the sector reshapes 
quickly, driven by changing customer demand and stiff competition. But the type 
of customer service skills retail workers develop are in huge demand in other 
sectors, and the sheer size of our retail sector means there are still opportunities 
in stores". 
 
Source: IHS Markit, UK Report on Jobs, 6 July 2018. 
 
Lloyds Business Barometer:  July - Business confidence remains 
unchanged as economic optimism edges up  
 
“Lloyds Bank’s Business Barometer for July 2018 shows  
• Optimism regarding the wider economy increased by 2 points to 25% in 

July, as overall Business Confidence remains unchanged at 29%  
• The net balance of firms expecting stronger trading prospects in the coming 

year fell by 1 point to 34%  
• 71% of firms expect the Bank of England to raise rates this year  
• Construction (48%) and manufacturing (38%) were the most confident 

sectors, while the weakest were transport & communication (28%) and 
other services (24%)  

• The North West (49%) and London (43%) were the most confident regions, 
while the South West and East Midlands were the least confident” 

 
Hann-Ju Ho, Senior Economist, Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking commented: 
“The uplift in economic optimism this month illustrates a slightly more positive 
view on the balance of risks for the UK economy, despite the expected interest 
rate rise this year. However, with the net balance of stronger business activity 
declining slightly, it will be interesting to see if the overall business confidence 
measure shifts from its steady position towards the end of the year”. 
 
Source: Lloyds Business Barometer, 31 July 2018. 
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4.10 Consumer Surveys and barometers 
 
Household Finance Index: July - Households positive towards future 
finances for first time since 2016 
 
 Key points for July 2018:  

• “Optimism towards future financial expectations for first time since March 
2016…  

• …helped by a continued solid improvement in income from employment  
• Inflation expectations hit 19-month low in July  
• Job security index at survey-record high”  

Sam Teague, Economist at IHS Markit, which compiles the survey, said:  
“July data indicated light at the end of the tunnel for UK household budgets. 
Strong labour market conditions alongside a solid increase in spending activity 
signalled improving economic conditions and consumer confidence in the UK. 
Additionally, a marked improvement in workplace incomes and softer inflationary 
pressure provided another bright spot to the latest data.  
 
Despite looming Brexit negotiations, improving job security was reported for the 
first time since the survey began in 2009. Resilient employment perceptions, 
higher incomes and perhaps a World Cup boost led to a solid increase in 
spending activity during July.   Meanwhile inflationary pressures eased to a 13-
month low in July. Nonetheless, households shifted their interest rate rise 
expectations towards the near-term, with around half of respondents 
anticipating a Bank of England rate rise before the end of the year”. 
 
Source: IHS Markit Economics, Household Finance Index, 23 July 2018. 
 
 
GfK UK Consumer Confidence drops one point to -10 in July  
UK Consumer Confidence dropped by one point in July 2018 to -10, despite 
increases in both measures for people's personal financial situation. 
Joe Staton, Client Strategy Director at GfK, says:  “Despite the World Cup, 
Wimbledon and warm weather playing front and centre in the nation’s psyche 
this July, the Barometer again reveals a decline in consumer confidence. 
The Overall Index Score has now registered at zero or negative since February 
2016. Concerns about our personal financial situation, and especially the general 
economic outlook, have contributed to this long slump. There’s more bad news 
for retailers too in the form of the Major Purchase Index, which has slipped 
below zero to reach -2 in July. 
 
In the medium-term, and during the uncertainty in the run-up to the UK leaving 
the European Union in eight months, it is hard to forecast what kind of good 
news will change the numbers from negative to positive, or indeed where such 
good news would originate. There’s a heatwave in much of the UK but consumer 
confidence remains stubbornly sub-zero. And in this environment, any bad news 
such as a surprising uptick in inflation with the expectation of a corresponding 
increase in interest rates, or any adverse political event either at home or 
abroad, would likely have an exaggerated downward drag on consumer 
confidence”. 
 
Details provided below. 
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Table 4.1: Confidence 
Measure July 

2017 
June 
2018 

July 
2018 

Monthly 
change 

Yearly 
change 

Overall Index Score -12 -9 -10 -1 2 
Personal Financial situation (last 12 months) -2 0 1 1 3 
Personal Financial situation (Next 12 months) 2 6 7 1 5 
General Economic situation (Last 12 months) -31 -28 -28 0 3 
General Economic situation (Next 12 months) -28 -25 -26 -1 2 
Major purchase -1 0 -2 -2 -1 
 
 
 
Trends over the last year are shown below. 
 
Fig 4.18: Index trends 
 

 
 
[CCB – Consumer Confidence Barometer].  ‘Research carried out by GfK on 
behalf of the European Commission’.  
 
Source:  GfK NOP Limited, Press Release, 31 July 2018. 
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5     International 
5.1  EU Data releases – monthly 
 
Industrial producer prices: May 2018 compared with May 2017 
“In May 2018, compared with May 2017, industrial producer prices rose by 3.6% 
in the EU28.  Annual: The highest increases in industrial producer prices were 
recorded in the United Kingdom (+6.7%), Belgium (+6.5%), Estonia, Greece 
and Hungary (all +5.5%), while decreases were observed in Ireland (-2.7%) and 
Luxembourg (-0.5%)”. 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 110/2018 – 3 July 2018. 
 
Retail Trade: May 2018 compared with May 2017 
“In May 2018 compared with May 2017 the calendar adjusted retail sales index 
increased by 2.3% in the EU28.    Annual: Among Member States for which 
data are available, the highest yearly increases in the total retail trade volume 
were registered in Hungary (+7.7%), Romania (+7.1%) and Latvia (+6.9%). 
The largest decreases were observed in Malta (-1.8%), Luxembourg (-1.2%), 
and Spain (-0.4%)”. 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 109/2018 – 3 July 2018. 
 
Industrial Production: May 2018 compared with May 2017 
“In May 2018 compared with May 2017, industrial production increased by 2.4% 
in the EU 28.  Annual:  Among Member States for which data are available, the 
highest increases in industrial production were registered in Poland (+7.8%), 
Ireland (+7.3%) and Slovenia (+5.9%), and the largest decreases in Malta (-
6.3%), Denmark (-3.3%) and Portugal (-2.6%)”. 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 117/2018 – 12 July 2018. 
 
Construction: May 2018 compared with May 2017 
“In May 2018 compared with May 2017, production in construction increased by 
2.6% in the EU28.  Annual: Among Member States for which data are available, 
the highest increases in production in construction were recorded in Slovenia 
(+30.3%), Poland (+23.3%) and Hungary (+15.2%). Decreases were observed 
in France (-4.1%) and Bulgaria (-0.4%). 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 121/2018 – 18 July 2018. 
 
Annual inflation: June 2018 
“European Union annual inflation was 2.0% in June 2018, stable compared with 
May 2018. A year earlier, the rate was 1.5%.  The lowest annual rates were 
registered in Ireland (0.7%), Greece (1.0%) and Denmark (1.1%). The highest 
annual rates were recorded in Romania (4.7%), Estonia (3.9%) and Hungary 
(3.2%). Compared with May 2018, annual inflation fell in three Member States, 
remained stable in two and rose in twenty-two”.  
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 120/2018 – 18 July 2018. 
 
Unemployment: May 2018 
“The EU28 unemployment rate was 7.0% in May 2018, stable compared with 
April 2018 and down from 7.7% in May 2017. This is the lowest rate recorded in 
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the EU28 since August 2008.  Eurostat estimates that 17.207 million men and 
women in the EU28 were unemployed in May 2018. Compared with April 2018, 
the number of persons unemployed decreased by 154 000 in the EU28. 
Compared with May 2017, unemployment fell by 1.828 million in the EU28.  
 
Among the Member States, the lowest unemployment rates in May 2018 were 
recorded in the Czech Republic (2.3%) and Germany (3.4%). The highest 
unemployment rates were observed in Greece (20.1% in March 2018) and Spain 
(15.8%). Compared with a year ago, the unemployment rate fell in all Member 
States. The largest decreases were registered in Cyprus (from 11.4% to 8.4%), 
Croatia (from 11.3% to 8.9%), Greece (from 22.1% to 20.1% between March 
2017 and March 2018) and Portugal (from 9.2% to 7.3%).  
 
In May 2018, the unemployment rate in the United States was 3.8%, down from 
3.9% in April 2018 and from 4.3% in May 2017”. 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 108/2018 - 2 July 2018. 
 
Unemployment: June 2018 
“The EU28 unemployment rate was 6.9% in June 2018, stable compared with 
May 2018 and down from 7.6% in June 2017. This is the lowest rate recorded in 
the EU28 since May 2008.  Eurostat estimates that 17.105 million men and 
women in the EU28 were unemployed in June 2018. Compared with May 2018, 
the number of persons unemployed increased by 4 000 in the EU28. Compared 
with June 2017, unemployment fell by 1.657 million in the EU28.  
 
Among the Member States, the lowest unemployment rates in June 2018 were 
recorded in the Czech Republic (2.4%) and Germany (3.4%). The highest 
unemployment rates were observed in Greece (20.2% in April 2018) and Spain 
(15.2%). Compared with a year ago, the unemployment rate fell in all Member 
States. The largest decreases were registered in Cyprus (from 11.0% to 8.2%), 
Portugal (from 9.1% to 6.7%), Croatia (from 11.1% to 9.2%), Estonia (from 
6.8% to 4.9% between May 2017 and May 2018) and Spain (from 17.0% to 
15.2%). In June 2018, the unemployment rate in the United States was 4.0%, 
up from 3.8% in May 2018 and down from 4.3% in June 2017”. 
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 125/2018 - 31 July 2018. 
 
5.2  Markit Eurozone Composite PMIs 
 
Markit Eurozone Composite PMI®– final data:  June- Euro area output 
and new orders expand at faster rate   
 
Key findings: 

• Final Eurozone Composite Output Index: 54.9 (Flash: 54.8, May Final: 
54.1) 

• Final Eurozone Services Business Activity Index: 55.2(Flash: 55.0, May 
Final: 53.8) 

 
Chris Williamson, chief business economist at IHS Markit says in today's 
commentary: “Eurozone growth regained momentum in June, rounding off a 
respectable second quarter performance, for which the survey data point to GDP 
rising by just over 0.5%. June also saw new orders and employment growth 
perk up, suggesting rising demand continues to motivate companies to expand 
capacity. 
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The upturn in the pace of economic growth and resurgent price pressures adds 
support to the ECB’s view that stimulus should be tapered later this year, but 
the details of the survey also justify the central bank’s cautious approach to 
policy. 

In particular, a weakening in business optimism to the lowest for over one-and-
a-half years reflects intensifying nervousness about the outlook for the economy, 
notably in manufacturing, as trade-war talk escalates. Service sector companies 
– generally less affected by international trade – are more upbeat about the year 
ahead, though less so than earlier in the year as domestic political issues once 
again add to uncertainty about the outlook. 

With many service companies – notably transport – dependent on a healthy 
manufacturing sector, any downturn in trade could soon spill over to the service 
sector”. 

Source:  IHS Markit, Markit Final Eurozone Composite PMI – final data, 4 July 
2018. 
 
Markit Flash Eurozone PMI®: July - Eurozone economy starts third 
quarter on softer footing  
 
Key findings:  
• “Composite Output Index at 54.3 (54.9 in Jun). 2-month low.  

• Services PMI Activity Index at 54.4 (55.2 in Jun). 2-month low.  

• Manufacturing PMI Output Index at 54.2 (54.2 in Jun). Unchanged.  

• Manufacturing PMI at 55.1 (54.9 in Jun). 2-month high”.  
 
Commenting on the flash PMI data, Chris Williamson, Chief Business 
Economist at IHS Markit said: “The flash PMI suggests the eurozone started 
the second half of the year on a relatively soft footing, indicative of GDP growth 
slowing in the third quarter. The July reading is consistent with quarterly GDP 
growth of 0.4%, down from a 0.5% expansion indicated by the surveys for the 
second quarter.  
 
The renewed slowdown comes as a disappointment, confirming suspicions that 
June’s rebound was temporary, largely due to businesses in some countries 
making up for an unusually high number of public holidays in May. Given the 
waning growth of new business and further slide in business optimism, the 
outlook has also deteriorated, notably in manufacturing, where the surveys saw 
worries about trade wars intensify markedly in July.  
 
While there are signs that improving domestic demand in many countries is 
helping drive robust service sector expansion and support manufacturing, a 
worsening picture for export growth is clearly having an increasingly detrimental 
effect on manufacturing. The big question going forward will be the extent to 
which domestic demand can remain sufficiently resilient to cushion the eurozone 
economy from the potential adverse impact of an escalating trade war on 
exports. For now, the health of domestic demand seems encouragingly solid, but 
any feed-through of trade worries to other sectors will be a key area of concern 
to an already cloudier-looking outlook”. 
 
Source:  IHS Markit, Markit Flash Eurozone PMI, 24 July 2018.   
 
http://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/Page.mvc/PressReleases 

http://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/Page.mvc/PressReleases
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5.3  EU Quarterly data 
 
GDP: Q2 2018 
“Seasonally adjusted GDP rose by 0.4% in the EU28 during the second quarter 
of 2018, compared with the previous quarter, according to a preliminary flash 
estimate.  In the first quarter of 2018, GDP had grown by 0.4% in the EU28. 
Compared with the same quarter of the previous year, seasonally adjusted GDP 
rose by 2.2% in the EU28 in the second quarter of 2018, after +2.4% in the 
previous quarter”.  
 
Source: Eurostat News Release, 127/2018 – 31 July 2018. 
 
5.4  Annual data 
 
No annual data this month. 
 
5.5  Global data 
 
Developments in international trade and industrial production:  May 
2018:  

• “World trade volume increased 0.4% month‐on‐month (growth was 0.7% in 
April, unchanged from the initial estimate).  

• World trade momentum was ‐0.7% (non‐annualised; ‐0.5% in April, initial 
estimate ‐0.6%).  

• World industrial production increased 0.0% month‐on‐month (0.4% in April, 
initial estimate 0.3%).  

• World industrial production momentum was 0.8% (non‐annualised; 0.8% in 
April, initial estimate 0.7%)”. 

 
Source: Central Planning Bureau, Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy 
Analysis, CPB Memo, World trade monitor, 25 July 2018. 
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Please note text in quotation marks is a direct quote from the source. 
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